Abstract. In this paper we present a model for the future use of Machine Translation (MT) and Computer Assisted Translation. In order to accommodate the future needs in middle value translations, we discuss a number of MT techniques and architectures. We anticipate a hybrid environment that integrates data-and rule-driven approaches where translations will be routed through the available translation options and consumers will receive accurate information on the quality, pricing and time implications of their translation choice.
A Model for the Use of MT
In this paper, we present a model for the future use of Machine Translation (MT) and Computer Assisted Translation (CAT) (cf. [22] ). The model (see Figure 1 ) is based on the assumption that information can be categorized into three types.
At the bottom of the pyramid comes non-mission-critical information, the socalled gisting market. An example might be an article written in Japanese about Picasso on a website in Japan, of which an English speaker with no Japanese but interested in the Spanish painter wants a rough and ready translation. This is the ideal application scenario to ensure wide use of general purpose MT.
In the middle of the pyramid come large amounts of material that have to be translated accurately, where gisting is not acceptable. Examples of this type of information are technical manuals and other documentation. Most of these translations are domain-specific requiring specialized dictionaries with well defined meanings and/or specialized grammars. MT is currently being used at this level, although not widely.
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Information that is pushing to be translated The model presumes (1) that the shape of the pyramid is expanding in two directions and (2) that improvements in translation technology will open up new markets for developers of MT systems. The expansion of the pyramid will be driven by two factors: a growing demand for translated material because of the globalisation of the economy (horizontal expansion) and the increasing availability and accessibility of information in a variety of languages to endusers on the web (vertical expansion). At the same time, MT will push its way up the pyramid and be used for higher quality translation.
An Integrated Translation Environment
Translation service vendors will offer various translation facilities online, from high quality human translation to low-end, cheaper MT. In between we envisage a range of mixed options, including human-edited MT using specialized and fine-tuned lexical and semantic databases, a combination of TM and MT, and alignment and maintenance of previously translated material.
We anticipate a hybrid MT platform which integrates a number of applications, techniques and resources together. These include applications such as multilingual alignment, terminology management, induction of grammars and translation templates, and consistency checkers. These platforms will also integrate example-based, statistics-based and rule-based approaches to MT, together with a variety of other linguistic resources and corpora.
